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A newsletter with a difference 😊

Hope you are all as safe and healthy in these troubling times as you can 
be?  Although Joyce is not available please be reassured that there is 
help available if you need it; you can call any of the numbers below for 
advice or just a chat. 

 Jim Maryniak      07920 195743
 Gordon Wallace      01875 853491 or 07880 825529
 Dottie Wallace      01875 853491 or 07788 500014
 Teresa Martin      07773 056542

If you are on Facebook then please check
out our page; a chance to catch Fiona on

Monday afternoons at 2.00pm for some sing-
a-longs, dance away at home & she may
even do a wee quiz next time – there’s a

teaser below 😊

Trivia Quiz (No cheating – no googling – answers next issue!)

1. What was the currency of the Netherlands up until 2002? 
2. Which country has the larger population: Madagascar or the Czech 
Republic? 
3. In which 1954 novel would you find tribes using a conch to maintain 
order while lost on an island? 
4. Which mural would you find painted in the refectory of the Santa Maria 
in Milan? 
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5. In humans, what is the medical name of the largest bone below the 
knee? 
6. Which historic event was started at the bakery of Thomas Farriner on 
Pudding Lane in 1666? 
7. What is the name of the largest mammal in the world? 
8. Which war featured the Battle of the Bulge? 
9. ‘West Side Story’ the Broadway musical, is based on which 
Shakespeare play? 
10. In men's Tennis, what is the name of the international team event 
founded in 1900?

Please all be safe out there, stay at home, follow the self-isolation &
social distancing notices and wash your hands often with soap & water, or

use hand sanitizer if not available at the time

 

All meetings, events & outings in May have been cancelled & we will let
you all know when we can start up again as soon as we know it is safe to

do so, following Government guidance.

For up to date information please look at the following website
https://www.nhsinform.scot/translations/formats/easy-read/coronavirus-covid-19
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Improving life after brain injury
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